
SHOW THE BEST 2015/16 

THIRD QUARTER’S LEAGUE TABLE 

The league table for the third quarter of the 2015/16 Show the Best competition is attached. The 

best performances at a qualifying distance are shown for all members who have completed at least 

one race at a qualifying distance but, to be ranked, four qualifying distances need to have been 

completed. The best four performances for each qualifying member have been highlighted in red 

and these are the percentages which give the average in the end column. 

The best individual performance in the third quarter was Paul Sawford's 82.15% for the DAN 5K 

(actual time 17:46). The best individual performance by a female member was Debbie Nugent's 

79.68% for the Cubert 5 (actual time 34:29). 

The leader of the competition in the last quarter, Barrie Cardew, has dropped to second place in this 

quarter with an average percentage of 78.82%. Paul Sawford takes over at the top with an average 

percentage of 80.12%. Debbie Nugent is in third place with an average percentage of 76.95% and 

this is the highest placing ever achieved by a female member. The second placed female is Wietske 

Hitchens with an average percentage of 69.63%. 

There are thirty nine members who have qualified in the third quarter compared with thirty three  

who qualified in the third quarter of last year. There are another fourteen members who have 

completed three qualifying distances so they will need to complete one more qualifying distance to 

be ranked in this year’s final table. Another twenty five have completed two qualifying distances 

since 1 November 2015 and will need to complete two more qualifying distances to be ranked in the 

final table. There are another sixteen members who have completed only one qualifying distance  

who will need to complete another three qualifying distances to be ranked. This gives a total of 

ninety four members who have completed at least one race at a qualifying distance which is the 

most we have had on the tables since we started. 

The actual times which give the percentages in the league table are shown in the summary attached 

to the table. If a member has any queries on the times shown please refer them to me. 

 

Barry Drew 


